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2/28/75
For Your Iniormation:
If asked about General Brown 1 s comment that Panama 1 s recognition
of Cuba poses a threat to the security of the Canal, you may say
that the negotiations on a treaty with Panama are not completed. ·
A final decision on the content of the treaty will be made by the
President with the concurrence of other agencies. Regarding the
statement that diplomatic relations with Cuba affect the security
of the Canal, let me say that Panama 1 s diplomatic relations with
other countries are its own sovereign decisions.

PR #108
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,, The Panama Canal --'Since its opening, the peoples of the world have
looked on the.Panama Canal as an important lifeline of commerce and
international security. It is essential that the Canal remain open
to the ships of all nations on fair terms.
...

In aquiring the rights to build the Canal, the United States was
granted exclusive control -- the rights which it would possess and
exercise "if it were sovereign" -- over a ten-mile wide strip of
Panamanian territory from the Atlantic to the Pacific. In the
Canal Zone, we enforce U.S. laws, operate commercial enterprises and
control most of the deepwater port facilities that serve Panama.
Over time the nature of the u.s. presence has come to be viewed~y
the people of Panama -- and indeed by most of the rest of the
Hemisphere -- as an infringement upon their national sovereignty
and their principal resource -- their country's strategic location.

-

..:..____.,

Clearly both Panama and the United States have vital interests in
the Canal. The challenge is to reconcile the security needs of the
United States with Panama's national honor and sovereignty.
Negotiations on this problem have gone on intermittently for eleven
years; in the last year and a half they have moved forward rapidly.
We now believe that an agreement on terms fair to all is possible.
'-a have made progress because each side has recognized the essential
needs and constraints of the other. The United States understands
that a treaty negotiated in 1903 does not meet the requirements of
1975. We are ready to acknowledge that it is reasonable for Panama
to exercise jurisdiction over its territory and to participate in
the operation and defense of the Canal. We are prepared to modify
arrangements which conflict with Panamanian dignity and self-respect.
In turn we will expect Panama to understand our perspective -- that
the efficient, fair and secure operation of the Canal is a vital
economic and security interest of the United States; that a new
treaty must provide for the operation and defense of the Canal by
the Un~ted States for an extended period of time; and that a new
treaty must protect the legitimate interests of our citizens and
property in Panama.
A new treaty-based on these principles will make the United States
and Panama partners in the operation of the Canal, protect the
essential national interests of both, and provide a secure arrangement for the long term.
Serious problems remain to be resolved in the negotiation.
But
we are confident that they will be overcome if both parties continue

j
.)'

..
8. Sen. Thurmond and others have expressed opposition to a new
u.S. treaty with Panama. What is the Administration's reaction to
this opposition?.
GUIDANCE: As Sec. Kissinger ~tated in Houston
Saturday, both the U.S. and Panama have vital interests
in the Canal. The new treaty we are working on ·with
Panama will, of course, have to take these interests
into account, making us partners in the Canal operation
and providing for a secure arrangement for both countries
over the long term. (Relevant portion of the speech is
attached.)
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In view of his Navy League speech emphasizing the need for
an effective Navy, what is the Presided:' s position on U.S. interests
in the Panama Canal and its eventual control?
Q.

·:»

a

the efficient, fair and secure operation of the Canal is a vital
economic and security interest of the United States; that a new
treaty must provide for the operation and defense of the Canal
I'·

by the United States for an extended period of time; and that
a new treaty must protect the legitimate interests of our citizens
and property in Panama.
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Statement by the Press Spokesman
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.the action of the House in
.

voting to cut off further funds for negotiations with Panama on the
Canal,

Under the Constituion, the President is empowered to

negotiate, through his representatives, and sign treaties with

I

I

foreign govermnents, and to submit them to the Senate for its ·
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Constitutional procedures. The Presidennrusts that this
action will be
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final passage of the legislation.
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In view of his Navy League speech emphasizing the need for
an effective Navy, what is the Presidert's position on U.S. interests
in the Panama Canal and its eventual control?
Q.

A.

The President supports the negotiations now underway on the
Canal.

As you may recall, Secretary Kissinger, in his speech
\

in Houston addressed the question of our inferest in the Canal.
We will expect Panama to understand our perspective -- that

11

..

the

efficient~

fair and secure

opera~ion

of the Canal is a vital

economic and security interest of the United States; that a new
treaty must provide for the operation and defense of the Canal
by the United States for an extended period of time; and that
a new treaty must protect the legitimate interests of our citizens
and property in Panama.
A new treaty based on these principles will make the United
States and Panama partners in the operation of the Canal,
protect the essential national interests of both, and provide a
secure arrangement for the long term.'.'
I

In sum, the President has no intention of supporting an
agreement that would not protect our vital defense interests.
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TO:

RON NESSEN

FROM:

KATHLEEN TROIA

SUBJECT: Panama Canal GuidCil ce
'

The guidance on Panama Canal que tion as signed off on today
has been scrubbed. State will iss
the following answer in
response to a question which they ook at today' s briefing:
What is the reaction to
cutting off funds for the P

Q:

e Snyder amendment
ama Canal?

A: We regret this action. The Senate will consider
it after the Fourth of July recess. We are confident
the Senate will carefully eliberate the far-reaching
consequences of its move 11
If you get asked the same ques ion say that State had the question
this morning and this is what t e
said (without attributing it
to the White House).
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The President has no intent ion of approving any agreement

/that would not protect our vital defense interests, \t!ith. Panama

or with anybody else.
The President supports the view of these negotiations stated

.

\·

'•.

by Secretary Kissinger, in his speech in Houston in February
1974 when he addressed the question of our interest in the
Panama Canal.

-·"We wil-1--expec·t · Panama:-to.. understand -our per--:-.

spective -- that the efficient, fair and secure operation of
the Canal is a vital economic and security interest of the
United States;

that a new treaty must provide for the operation

and defense of the Canal by the United States for an

exten~ed

period of time; and that a new treaty must protect the legitimate
interests of oqr citizens and property

e;~elee

~n

Panama."
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Under the Constitution, the President

to negotiate, through his representatives, and sign treaties
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with foreign governments, and to submit them to the Senate for
its advice and consent. ·
If and when negotiations are concluded to the President's
":)
\__.;/(f<-'1(..

satisfaction, the conclusions

~

be submitted to the Congress
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in accordance with Constitutional procedures~
trusts

~hat

The President

this House action will be remedied before final

passage of the legislation.
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July 3, 1975

Margy called and dictated the following

11

Guidance 11

In response to questions on he Panama Canal and the status
of our treaty negotiations y

may say the following:

With regard to the Panama

anal treaty negotiations, there are

a number of questions whic

remain at issue between us and the

Panamanians.

The talks a e continuing.

taken with regard to the ti

No decision has been

i:a.g of signature of an agreement

and its submission to the S nate, and no such decision is
possible until we are close

to reaching an agreement.

Uhe President continues tojbelieve it will be possible to reach
I

I

an agreement which would f:!.ccommodate the interests of both
nations, based on the
of

197~

State~ent of Principles signed in February
!

#

#

Designed to answer charges that will appear in the story tomorrow.
per Margy

Panama Canal negotiations and -the speculation., _w hich I under-·
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It is difficult to predict
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During the last year there have been significant
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·Protection and Defense -of the Canal.
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PANAMA CANEL

~EATY

NEGOTIATIONS

Q:

In light of·the Snyder Amendment approved by the
House and in light of a newspaper story which says
you plan to postpone conclusions on Panama Canel
Treaty negotiations until after the election for
political reasons, can you tell us the status of
these negotiations and your views on these
negotiations.

A:

As you know, during the last three Administrations.
the United States has been discussing our differences
with Panama over the canel. "There are a number of .
questions which still remain at issue between us
and the Panamanians. The discussions are continuing.
The goal is to reach an agreement which would
accommodate the interests of both nations while
protecting our basic interests in defense and operation
of the canel. Naturally any such agreement we will
_reach will be submitted to the full constitutional
process including Senate approval, and we will be
consulting closely with the Congress as the discussions
continue.
There are a number of difficult questions remaining
to be resolved. The President has no intention of
approving or proposing to Congress any agreement
that would not protect our vital defense interests.
with Panama or any one else .

•

SECRETARY KISSINGER:

The United States signed

about 18 months ago a declaration of principles with the
Government of Panama in which we committed ourselves to
continue in good faith the negotiations that were started
in 1964 looking towards a nev1 arrangement for the Panama
Canal.
';rhe importance of this negotiation resides in the
fact that Panama could become, in certain circumstances, a
focal point for a kind of nationalistic guerrilla type of
operation that we have not yet seen in.the Western Hemisphere
directed against the United States and might unify all of
Latin America against the United States.

Therefore, the

United States has negotiated in good faith to see what can
be achieved that would give the United States a guarantee
with respect to the· defense of the Canal and a substantial
period of operation of the Canal, but which would remove
some of the particularly degrading aspects of the present
situation in Panama.
The United States will continue these negotiations.
We do not yet kno\.., \'lhether they can be co11cluded.
stay in the closest contact with the

'Ne

will

ress on this at

each st.ag_c u.nd consult intimately with the Congrcs!' about
tllc negotiations.

But we arc continuing the negotiations.

;

SNYDER AMENDMENT

Q:

Comment on present position of Snyder Amendment.

A:

Leaving aside any merits of the question, the Admini-

stration believes that the Executive Branch has the clear
constitutional right to negotiate international agreements.
And under the Constitution, the Senate has the right to
give its advice and consent.
But there is no constitutional provision for the House of
c·

-~

-· ---

Representatives to legislate against the Executive Branch
··-·------~-·------~~-------~--------

_________________

conducting negotiations.

----- ..

_.....,

Now, the 1-idministra tion has not and will not proceed in
~-----------

negotiations over the Panama Canal except with the closest
consultations with the Congress both:

during negotiations for an agreement;
after an agreement has been negotiated but before
. -·-·--··-··---····· ·--··········-.

ratifica::.ion.

July 7, 1975
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ONLY

'i'eXt of Amendment to · State-Justice-Cor-:r::arce
FY 1976 Appropriations 3ill
" SEC . 104.

!!one of the funds appropriated in t::.'1is

title shall be used for the purposes of negotiating
~1e surrender or relinquishment of any u.s. rights
in t..l-te Panama Canal Zone. "
II.

I

l

?~cli~mentarz St~tus

The bill passed by the House t which includes the Snyde~ Pmendment,
is noM pending in tne 3enate Appropriations Committee. It is unclear
when the Co:nrni ttee '4'ill hold mark-up sessions on the legislation,
and thus it is difficult to predict ~rhen the bill will oe reoorted out
to t~e Senate floor. (New Hampshire Senate race is a ractor.). This
night not be until after the August recess.
~ba~eTer ~aapens in c)~~ittee, future debate on the P~e~d~ent is expect~1 o~ the S~ma-t.e fJ.oor .
A Senate bill, with or ~-thou!-. t:.e
S:1yde::- pro:nsian--a:tlended or as is--would still han to >!O before a
S~:t~te-:iouse ConterP-nce Corn.'11i.ttee for reco nciliation.
~.,hatever
di~t'e:-e!1ces e.ICist b~t·.;een the Senate and qo:1se versL)::s.

or·

Irt. r::eo.art:nent Position

\

He regret this hasty action. He are no~ful t..1at
t...···u! Senate -;·Till carefully deli!)erate the f3r-reaching

ccnsequences of t...'lis action.

interfere not only

wi~'l

~~e

! t i.s an

atte1~pt

to

Executive Branch'3 foreign

relations responsible but also

wi~~

3~nate'3

the

role

in the treaty ratification process.
~he ' ?resident has ~'le power, uncier ~~e Cons titution,
conduct negotiations wiL~ foreign ccunt=ies; ~'le
Congress ~annot thwart t~at pawer ~y 3etti~g li~~ ts
and preconditions on ~'le President's SQ9pe of action.

to

The Senate·has a proper constitutional role in
treaty matters; to disregard that rola by prejudging
incocplate negotiations ci:::-cu.":lvents the co:1s ti tution,

\

\

injects t..~e House of rtep:resentati~.res into a :)rerogative
reserved ior the Senate, and is irro.spons i.bl(~ by
affortli:1g less than a full hearing to ma ~tf ~- .,i tally
i~port~nt

i::.·:,
/} ,._I

1

I

to

~~e ~nited

,)...., v' ·
I . '

States.
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Panama Q's and A's
Question: V'lhat is your reaction· to the Snyder Amendment
cutt~ng off funds for Can~l treaty negotiations?
Answe~:

We. regret this ~~sty a<:tioz:. Its ~:V~ct \XOY:!.d ~e
th the exccu-c.::...vc;:s' :torc:t.qn :cela:cJ..rT~
--,-.~.;;··~' -,, ~ ·~~~~-~
bility &nd the role of ~ne Se~a~e in ~~e treatv ratification ?rQ~ss .
_,... *
"
•
~nterr:ere w~

$bUUll

Question:

......

..

·-

to

....

Do you think that this action will stand?

AnS'V7er:

Question: Doesn't this action indicate that no treaty
\voulci ever be accepted by ti1.c Congress?

-

Anst·ler: vle do not regard. the Eouse c.ction as a fair
indication of its atti-c.~de reg~rdi~g the merits of the
treaty \'le are negoti~ting. Tr.e arr.e~cinent "Vlas adopted
only a few hours after ~eing i~t~o~~ced.
Question:

What is

t:~e

r0.::.c·tior. in ?anama to this ne\\'s?

~.n2;\\'"0r:
It is too soon 'co %:-.O'J \vha·c -c..1e public reo.c·cio:.1
will ~e ~ut the official reaction was one of profou~~
disappointment . This ac"'.:.ion plays into the har.ds of the
extremists.

Question:

you confirn t~e report that Secretary
~issinger told Sen&tor Gol~~-~cr t~at te reali~~d ~h~
Senate \vo~ld r.ot pass a ::..;;w C..:.nal trca-:::y?
Ca~

Answer: ~o,
that report .

I

can::lo-::. fro:-.1 c::.;.-.y

?erson~ll

knO\vlecs-e coaf ... i.. •.

,.JI: 1 tQ l'tib ;,, ~ : ttt.:4c?P. 6 tile .:a::dr id:Uiai :.a a: $. ... ~--!e#t-~
C~'"l re:5j?Ol1S~ to C:l~~..:rii..!G .... ~o· ·- ... i:: 1'--:.:~::.c...:z \,.::._ tLi;:. ....:\..! • ;,, c~ .::iv~~)
: ..!:S\-;cr:
3eyond 't1~.=t- .:~.-.;;, ,;;;£x:::cr lta~: ;.; · i.'-'1 ••;~~~-,'.... ~....... (:u~stion:
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·~~eu-ior-.:::
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QUESTION:

What is the present status of the negotiations?

ANSWER
Active negotiations have been in progress
since June 1974.
Both governments have been proceeding
deliberately.and

S8~~

\5:.c.t;;.v. t'-:1. If

Setx1 progress has been made, although
there are still issues which are unresolved
or remain to be negotiated.
Our ability to reach agreement on a draft
treaty will depend on the successful
resolution of these remaining issues.
It is, therefore, difficult for the ne gotiators
. i -

to predict when a draft treaty 'I.-Jill be
QUESTION:

~e.

Will the negotiations be affected by the Snyder
Amendment?

ANSWER
While the Snyder amendment has passed the House,
i t will not be considered in the Senate until
after the July 4th recess.
We are hopeful that the Senate will care f ully
deliberate the far reaching consequences of this
action.

•

..,..

2
~- As

for the negotiations, we have been con-

sulting with the Senate on any new treaty and
expect 'that it would be considered on its
merits f>Y that bo2dy as the c;>~stitu~~ .ffOVide1~.
QUESTION: What happens if the Senate passes the Snyder Amendment?
ANSWER
As I indicated earlier, the Senate is

___

constitutionally responsible for ratification
l.t

......

-

of treaties, and we assume that/would not

-------

want to prejudge'- the negotiations before it
-------~

-

can carefully consider the completed treaty .

ARA/PAN:RHoward 7/3/75
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I __ ~a":~ the
Panw~a

followi_~g - ~~at~~~~

Canal negotiations and the

~1"\

to issue concer_n:i.ng th_e _ .

speculat~on,

~ ~.
\

which I under-

tha_t ~he White Hou-~e . has lost int-erest :Ln concluding _a tJ:~?-tY

_.this year;

It

.. · · ·

. .-

is diffic~it · to · ·predi_~·t wh~n

completed.

~

·a dra£-t:-"tre~ty wilL·

'•• .

be _:

~ing the last year . there have been significant

...
. .. . - ..
. . .. .
adv~ces. in important issues; . these inc.lu~e. J~isdiction_ , · .... : ·_· .. , · ~--- -~-

the Ad.-ninistration of the Canal · and conceptual · aspects on .·.··._ ..
Defe~se

Protection and·

of· the

Canal~

But it. .is still --necessary

.

.

to r:egotiate other

-----

h:~::w-ttental

issues, among them· ·the possible

expansion of the Canal, the duration of the new treaty and the
distribution of

. lan~
..,...

countries have agreed

a ~d

~o

water.

The negotiators df both

proceed carefully- and methodically

--

bu-t Hith all C.elibe:;:ate speed as they move forward in ·the ··

... ..

negotiat~ons: ·. ~o artific_ial time_ limit for the negotiation
........ . . ......... .
. .
.
.. .
has
.
b~en set.;(·
·
Bot:h
..
goy_ernm~n ~s are, o~ course, hopeful that
...
E!!!,
,

they will be

ab~e

.

to complete the negotiations as promptly

·.

as possible.
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PANAMA CANEL TREATY NEGOTIATIOliS

Q:

In light of·the Snyder Amendment approved by the
House and in light of a newspaper story ~.Jhich says
you plan to postpone conclusions on Panama Canel
Treaty negotiations until after the election for
political reasons, can you tell us the status of
these negotiations and your views on these
negotiations.

·.
A:

As you know, during the last three Administrations.
the United States has been discussing our differences
with Panama over the canel. ·There are a number of .
questions which still remain at issue between us
and the Panamanians. The discussions are continuing.
The goal is to reach an agreement which would
accommodate the interests of both nations while
protecting our basic interests in defense and operation
of the canel. Naturally any such agreement we will
reach will be submitted to the full constitutional
process including Senate approval, and we will be
consulting closely with
Congress as the discussions
continue.
There are a number of difficult questions ~emaining
to be resolved. The President has no intention of
approving or proposing to Congress any agreement
that would not protect our vital defense interests
Hith Panama or any one else.

,

uvie have no information -~o substantiate the allegation
thc.t a member of the ·orevious ad."11inistration ">7as a secret
CIA agent or indeed acy kind of CIA agent, nor have vre
he2.r·d of such inf'orma.tion. The questions annl;y to
previous administrations. Those questions could beet be
addressed to .~,.;hose v;ho vrere involved in the admi:tistrn.tions.
·the best of our knmvledge, anrl we have no reason
to believe o-therwise, there is no employee working at.the
Ylhite House who ho.s, or 'Nho has had, a CIA connection of
\vhich we are unav1are. l.'ie have no reason to beJ.ieve that
~.:myone currently v;orking at the White House, either :J.s an
emnloyee of the White House or on detail fror1 another
ar:ency, is surrepti-'Giously reporting information on V/hi·I;e
House activities to any other govel?nment agency.
n~ro

"I failed to make clear, in resnonding to cuestions
in this area yesterday, and maybe I should h8.vc made clear,
that I vms s:neuJdng specificially of the nresent V/hi te
House. I can only s::>eak for i:ihis administration. I don't
\"/ant you to think that this o.ualifi·cation I e.m mentioning
today men.ns v1e have discovered t'hat any CIA agent infiltrated the W.ni te House in the past. ':fe h2.ve no re8.son to
believe there ever he.s been such an agent, l:ro.t I vmnt to
r11.ake cJ.oo..r thr.>.t I s:1eak only for this s.<Iministration and
this President." (J~nd of statement).
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PRESS OFFICE

ST!-~.TEt1ENT

Secretary Kissinger has authorized me to say

't-;i th

reference to his remarks before the Southern Go·rernors
last Tuesday on the Pu.nama Canal negotiations that they

have been misinterpreted and taken out of context.

He fully supports without reservation the Joint
of Principles which he and Hinister Tack
signed on. behalf of their respective Governments in
February 1974. The Statement, as you may recall,
calls in part for negotiation of a new, fixed term
treaty, and joint participation by the United States
and Panw~a in the protection and defense of the canal.
Statem~:mt

· Secretary Kissinger· anticipates that "'hile during
the treaty's lifetime the United States will have
primary responsibility for canal defense. Panama will
parl:icipate importantly in this defense.
"'

I
l

~ne A~inistration remains firmly committed to
successful conclusion of the negotiations. lve are
pleased that &~~assador Bunker'was able to return to
Panama earller this month and look forward to a con~~e talks in the same spirit of frankness,
cordiality and corr.rnon interest \vhich has marked them

tinuation of
to date ..

..
..
'

:

Clearances:
. 'ARA - Hr. Rogers
S/AH - Amb. Bunker
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PANAMA AND THE UNITED STATES:
TOWARD A NEW RELATIONSHIP

The following is the text of an address by Ellsw·orth Bunker, Ambassador at Large, before the
Rainer Club.
I am happy to be with you this afternoon and
to have this opportunity to speak on the efforts
now underway to create a new relationship between Panama and the United States.
I know that the arrangements for the future
operation of the Panama Canal are of great interest
to a major maritime city such as Seattle. But there
are broader reasons why negotiations over the
future of the canal should concern Americans. For ·
the successful conclusion of a new agreement on
the canal:

-

• Would demonstrate the possibility, in the
conduct of our foreign relations, of resolving problems when they are susceptible to accommodation
and compromise, rather than waiting until they
raise the danger of confrontation and possible use
of military force;
• Would provide concrete evidence of our
country's willingness to move toward a more
mature partnership with Latin America, where we
have often in the past been accused of paternalism
or neglect; and
• Would serve · as an example of practical cooperation between a large and a small country, a
developed and a less-developed country. Such cooperation is indispensable if we are to achieve what
the Secretary of State recently described as the aim
of U.S. foreign policy (March 1, Houston] : " ... to
?R284

•

help shape a new structure of international relations which promotes cooperation rather than
force, negotiation rather than confrontation, and
the positive aspirations of peoples rather than the
accumulation of arm~ by nations."
In the past, when serving a~ a U.S. negotiator,
I have made it a habit to keep my mouth shut
publicly while negotiations were in progress. The
fact that I have decided to discuss today some of
the key issues in the current canal negotiations reflects another basic element of this Administration's conduct of foreign policy-the awareness
that no foreign policy decision, and particularly no
significant change in foreign policy, can take place
Without the advice and consent of Congress and
the informed support of the American people, on
the basis of candid and reasonable public
discussion.
Value of the Canal
The story begins 72 years ago. In 1903 the
newly independent Republic of Panama granted to
the United States-in the Hay-Bunau-Barilla
Treaty-a strip of its territory 10 miles wide and 50
miles long for the construction, maintenance, operation, and protection of a canal between the Atlantic and Pacific. Panama also granted to the United
States-in perpetuity- all the rights, power, and
authority to act within that strip of territmy as '"if
it were the sovereign."
That the treaty favored the United' States was
acknowledged promptly.John Hay-then Secretary

2

mean the Panamanian people of all strata-not
of State-told the Senate when it was considering
simply their governments;
the treaty for ratification: "We shall have a Treaty
very satisfactory, vastly advmitageous to the·
United States, and we must confess, not so advanConditions and Results of 1903 Treaty
tageous to Panama. " Hay added, in writing to SenAmong the aspects of the 1903 treaty which
ator John C. Spooner: "You and I know very well
have caused this decline in consent, Panama cites
how many points are in the Treaty to which many
the following.
patriotic Panamanians would object." The Senate
ratified the treaty promptly.
• The United States occupies a strip across the
The exploits of Goethals, Gorgas, and Walter
heartland of its territory'7cutting the nation in two
Reed led to a magnificent engineering achievement
and curbing the natural growth of its urban areas.
which has served us well and of which we are justly
• The United States rules as sovereign over this
prou,d. For 60 years world shipping has been served
strip of Panama's territory-the Canal Zone.
effiCiently and at low tolls. Today the canal,
• It maintains a police force, courts, and jails
despite its age, is still of value to the United States.
to enforce the laws of the United States-not only
Economically, we continue to benefit from the
upon Americans but upon Panamanians as well.
shortened shipping lines and lower transportation
• It operates, on Panama's territory, a fullcosts it permits. Recent studies have estimated-for
fledged government-a government which has no ·
reference to the Government of Panama, its host.
example-that so~e 9 percent of the total value of
our exports and imports transited the canal in
• It operates virtually all commercial enterprises within the Canal Zone-and denies . ·to
1972.
However, we must be careful in assessing the
Panama the jurisdictional rights which would
canlll's long-term value. It appears now that trading
permit private Panamanian enterprise to compete.
patterns are evolving and that alternatives to the
• It controls virtually all the deepwater port
canal have begun to emerge. As canal users take
facilities which serve Panama.
advantage of these alternatives, it appears likely
• It holds idle large areas of land and water
that the canal's value will generally decline relative
within the Canal Zone.
to our economy.
e The United States pays Panama but $2.3 milMilitarily, the canal has also been important
lion annually for the immensely valuable rights it
to the United States. Although our largest warships
enjoys on Panamanian territory.
cannot use the canal now, it clearly enables us to
• Finally-and perhaps most importantly-the
shorten our supply lines to some areas. Its large
United States can do all these things, the treaty
contributions during the Second World War,
says, forever.
Korean war, anti Viet-Nam war have been amply
documented. But, again, we should bear in mind
To these conditions Panama objects, saying
the canal's growing vulnerability to hostile attack,
that they deprive their country of dignity, of the
which points to the fact that we should not rely
ability to develop naturally, and indeed, of full
independence.
too heavily on it.
The point that I wish to make is that the
The United States attempted to respond to
canal's value-while of continuing importance-is · some of the Panamanian objections in the past.
Treaty revisions were made in 1936 and 1955. But
probably not as great relatively speaking as in
the most objectionable feature from Panama's
earlier years. Moreover, our world today is a far
viewpoint-U.S. exercise of rights as if sovereign in
different one than that of 1903. No nation, includthe Canal Zone in· perpetuity-has remained
ing ours, would accept today a treaty which
unchanged.
permits exercise of rights as if sqvereign on a
Panamanian frustrations over this state of
foreign land in perpetuity. Panama has grown inaffairs, and over the apparent disincliJlation of the
creasin.gly conscious of the fact that the treaty is
United States to alter it, have intensified over the
heavily weighted in our favor. Consequently, the
years. These frustrations culminated in demonstralevel of its consent to our presence there has-over
tions and riots in january 1964 when 21 Panamanithe years-persistently declined. And by Panama, I

•
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ans and three Americans were killed. Diplomatic Panama would help the United States preserve
what it needs most respecting the canal. Partnerrelations were broken:
Following a major reassessment of our policy ship would provide an environment conducive to
toward Panama, President Johnson; after consulta- effective operation and defense of the canal by the
tions with President Truman and President Eisen- United States. It would provide Panama with a
hower, committed us-:publicly and with bipartisan meaningful stake in the operation and defense of .
support-to negotiate· a wholly new treaty to
the canal. It would help stimulate the cooperation
replace the old one. President Nixon and President and friendship both of the Panamanian people and
Ford subsequently renewed that commitment.
of whatever government exists in Panama at any
Our purpose was and continues to be this-to given time.
lay the . foundations for a new, a more modern,
In short, partnership would mean that th~
relationship between the two countries.
United States would not have to divert any of its
Without such a changed relationship I believe energies in Panama from the functions required for
it safe to say that Panama's already low level of the efficient operation of the canal.
consent to our presence will become lower still. It
will approach zero.
U.S. Partnership With Panama
While it is true, of course, that we could atPutting it simply, I believe our interest in
tempt to maintain our present position with regard keeping the canal open and operating for our own
to the J:lanama Canal, we would have to do so in an strategic and economic purposes is best served by a
increasingly hostile atmosphere. In these circum- partnership agreement for a reasonable additional
stances we would likely find ourselves engaged in period of time. The plain fact of the matter is that
hostilities with an otherwise friendly country-a geography, history, and the economic and political
conflict that, in my view, the American people imperatives of our time compel the United States
would not long accept. At the same time, we and Panama to a joint venture in the Panama
should bear in mind that the capal is vulnerable to Canal.
sabotage and terrorist acts. We would find it diffiWe must learn to comport ourselves as partcult, if not impossible, to keep the canal running ners, and friends:
against all-out Panamanian opposition. The problem, in my opinion, simply will not go away.
• Preserving what is essential to each;
Attitudes-not only in Panama but in the
• Protecting and making more efficient an .
hemisphere at large-have changed. The Latin important international line of communication;
American nations have made our handling of the
and, I suggest,
·
Panama negotiation a test of our intentions in the
• Creating an example for the world of a small
hemisphere. When the Latin American Foreign nation and a large one working peacefully and
Ministers met in Bogota, Colombia, in November profitably together.
1973 they voted to put the Panama question OJ!
the agenda of the "New Dialogue" proposed by
Such a new relationship involves giving up
Secretary Kissinger. In March of this year the Presi- something of what we now possess. We want to
dents of Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela
keep the power but discard what is nonessential to
publicly expressed their support for Panama's
our purpose in Panama.
cause..More recently, the General Assembly of the
Three examples should serve to explain my
Organization of American States, meeting in Washmeaning.
ington in the last 2 weeks, approved unanimously a
resolution reaffirming their interest in the
• First, we will retain control over canal operanegotiation.
•
tions for the duration of the treaty, but Panama
will participate progressively in these operations in
We no- longer can be-nor would we ·want to
be-,-the only country in the world exercising extra- ' preparation for its future role.
• Second, we will keep the l~s arid ~ilities
terri:oriality on the soil of another country. The
we need to control and defend tl'tf canal but ~turn
evider.:e, it seems to me, strongly favors some
what we can do without.
for:n . f p,.rtne:'Ship with Panama. Partnership with

•
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• Third, we will have defense rights but perform our defense tasks witn Panamanian
·participation.
Simply stated, we will work together with
Panama, but-for the treaty's life-we will operate
the canal. We will secure the lands we need by
releasing what we do not need. By having Panamanian participation in operation and defense we
will have a more secure canal. In sum, we see ·a new
treaty as the most practical means for protecting
our interest.
Whereas continuance of ·the status quo will
lead surely to prolonged problems-possible loss of
what we are trying to preserve-partnership promises a greater as~urance of success in achieving our
essential interest-a canal that is open, efficient,
and neutral.

-

Negotiating a New Treaty
Turning to the negotiations, they have proceeded step by step during the past 21 months
through three stages.
Stage 1 ended i5 months. ago when Secretary
of State Kissinger journeyed to .Panama to initial
with the Panamanian Foreign Minister a set of
eight "Principles" to serve as guidelines in working
out the details of a new treaty. Perhaps Gen. Torrijos, the Chief of Government in Panama, best
characterized these principles when he said they
constitute "a philosophy of understanding." Their
essence is that:

major issues under each of the eight principles_
This in tum provided the basis for substantive
discussions.
Stage 3 began last June and continues.
For almost 1 year now we have been discussing-with the helpful cooperation and support of
the Department of Defense-the substantive issues
associated with the Statement of Principles to
which we agreed in February 1974.
We have made significant advances in important subjects, including agreements relating to ~uris
diction, canal operation, and canal defense.
Resolution of Outstanding Issues
Besides these three issues several other major
elements of a treaty package still require resolution. They concern:
• Increased economic benefits to Panama;
• Son.a capability to expand the canal should
we wish to do :-o;
• The size th~ 1ocation of the land/water areas
we will need for cor.~rol of canal operation and
defense; and
• Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the
extent of duration of the treaty period.

I shall comment now on only three of these
questions-economic benefits, land use, and duration-and then only in a general way.
On economic benefits-Panama for many
years has complained that it receives a direct annuity of only $2.3 million. It has complained that
the low tolls charged to canal users mean, in effect,
• Panama will grant the United States the
that Panama has been subsidizing world sh~pping.
· rights, facilities, and. lands necessary to continue
Moreover, Panama believes that it can obtain
operating and ·defending the canal, and
• The United States will return to Panama ju- additional benefits from greater Panamanian exrisdiction over its territory and arrange for the par-· ploitation of its geographic position and the presticipation by Panama in the canal's operation and ence of the canal by developing a wide range of
defense.
commercial and service activities in the canal area
and by derivmg tax revenues from these activiWe have also agreed in the "Principles" that
ties-something Panama could do once it exercised
· the treaty will provide for any expansion of canal jurisdiction over the area.
For example, Panama says it could develop
capacity in Panama that may eventually be needed;
certain unused land areas, improve the Atlantic and
that Panama will get a more equitable share of the
benefits resulting from the use of its geographical . Pacific ports by installing larger. more efficient
location; and-last, but surely not least-that the
cranes for handling cargo and developing greater
new treaty shall not .be in perpetuity but rather for
port facilities, and expand the Colon Free Zone.
Already Panama has plans which call for construca fixed period.
Stage 2 involved the identification of the
tion of an oil pipeline which would re(iuce the cost
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- of transporting petroleum across the Isthmus.
The United States agreed in the eight principles that Panama would receive greater economic
benefits from the operation of the canal.
As for the issue of land use-that is, the land
and water areas that the United States will need to
continue to operate and defend the canal-it is not
easily susceptible to rapid resolution.
Panama wishes to recover sizable land and
water areas-especially those adjacent to its urban
centers-that are now under U.S. jurisdiction and
would be the most logical areas for urban
expansion.
For our part we want use-through the life of
the treaty-of those lands and waters that are necessary for the ope~ation and defense of the canaL
The problem will be to ensure that we get
sufficient areas to efficiently perform these functions while at the same time reducing the physical
presence which is so objectionable to Panama.
Closely linked to the question of land use is
the issue of treaty duration. Panama has publicly
said that "there is no colonial situation which lasts
for 100 years or a Panamanian who could endure
......._.. a ,,
It.

•

•
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For the United States, it is difficult to predict
with any accuracy the duration of the canal's
utility to us. And yet, we believe that the &mal will
have an importance for an extended period of
time.
The agreements we reach on these issues will
determine the final outcome of the negotiation.
For better or worse, they could shape our relationship with Panama-and, indeed, with all Latin
America-over the next decades. Although we have
no fixed timetable, we are proceeding-as I have
said-with all deliberate speed.

Overcoming Misconceptions
There is opposition in both countries. In
Panama some stand ready to challenge any "surrender" by their government of aspirations to
immediate control of the canaL
Here at home, I recognize that there are some
who hold the view that we should not relinquish
any rights acquired under the 1903 treaty. I under- stand this point of view. But for reasons I have
mentioned I believe it is time for a new relationship. I hope t.lut it will be understood:

•

• That a new relationship means good foreign
policy and good defense policy;
• That a new relationship based on partnership
is consistent with good business management; and
• That a new relationship signals a new era of
cooperation between the United States and the rest
of the hemisphere.
We need to overcome several misconceptions.
I will mention four.
First, we need to overcome the belief that
sovereignty is essential to our needs. In reality we
have never claimed sovereignty over the Canal
Zone. Under the 1903 treaty we have extensive
rights.
The new treaty would grant us continued
rights to operatt; and defend the canal, but we
would relinquish some rights which we don't need
to accomplish these missions. Our essential requirement is not abstract sovereignty but the specific
rights-accepted by Panama-that give the control
we need.
Second, we need to overcome the idea that
perpetuity is essential to defense and operation of
the canaL On the contrary U.S. insistence on perpetual control is likely to create the kind of hostile
environment which will jeopardize our ability to
operate and defend the canal for an extended
period of time. What is required is a relationship
based on mutual respect and dignity.
Third, we must overcome the belief that the
Canal Zone is part of the United States or a U.S.
territory.
· In the 1903 treaty Panama granted us "rights,
power and authority within the zone ... which the
United States would possess . . . if it were the
sovereign· of the territory." We were not granted
''sovereignty" as such. The United States, for many
years, has considered the Canal Zone as Panamanian territory, albeit under U.S. jurisdiction.
Fourth-and last-we must overcome tre
notion that a new treaty will somehow lead inevit~
bly to the canal's closure and loss. This concern
appears based upon an erroneous view of the Panamanians as well as a lack of knowledge about our
negotiating objectives.
There are still people who believe tft~t Bana...
manians lack the technical aptitude and &e inclina-~
tion to manage the operation of the ~aJ. These
people ignore the fact that Panarnan s already
comprise over three-fourths of the em yees oJ
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the canal enterprise. ·while it is true that many of
these employees have not helc! 'supervisory positions, no one who has been to Panama and seen its
thriving economy can persuasively argue that Panamanians-given the proper training-would not be
able to keep the, canal operating effectively and
efficiently.
Whereas Panama's participation in the canal's
operation and .defense would increase its stake in
the canal and provide it with a greater incentive to
help us keep the canal open and operating efficiently, adherence to the status quo would more
likely lead to the canal's closure and loss.

I firmly belie\·e that our most critical prc•biem
at home is not fundamental antipathy to :c. ne\,..
relationship with Panama; it is ignorance of why
the new relationship is needed to protect our interests. We need a straightforward and productive dialogue. Considerable public education is needed if a
new treaty is not to be regarded as bad politics
domestically. Debate on an issue of such national
import is not only inevitable but desirable.
After education, dialogue, and debate I
believe that we will emerge with a reasonable and
mutually satisfactory treaty which will be examined and which will stand on its merits.

I Iouston ••Texas
l\Iarch 1, 1975
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THE NEW OPPORTCNITY

Secretary Henry A. Kissinger

Tht> Panama Canal. Since it:- opt:ning, the
peoples of lhe world have !nuked on the Panam;t
Canal as an important lifeline of commen.:c and
international security. It is essential that the canal
remain open to the ships of all nations on fair
terms.
'
In an1uiring the rights to build the canal, the
United States was granted exclusive conlrol···thc
rights which it would possess and exercise "if it
were sovereign" -over a l 0-mik-wide strip of Panamanian territory from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
In the Canal Zone, we enforn: U.S. laws, operate
comrm:n:ial enterprises, and control most of the
dccpwah:r port facilities th:tl st·rve Panama.
Over time the nalun· of the U.S. presence has
come to he viewed by the people of Panama-and
indeed by most ,,r the rest or the hemisphere-as
an in l'ringcmcnt upon their national sovcrcignt y
:md tlwir principal resource th,~ir co11nlrv's strategic location.
.
Clearly both Panama and the United Stales have
vital interests in the canal. The dt:tlkngc is lo
reconcile the security needs of the United States
with Panama's national honor ami sovereign tv.
Nq.:oti;rtions on this problem have gone o'n it 1ln·
mittcntly for I I years; in the bst year and a hair
they have moved forward rapidly. We now believe
that ;ttl ;tgrcnncnl on lnms fair tu ;til is possible.
\\'c h.t\T m.uk progress hecausc ('ach ~idl' has
rCc<>~lli!.cd the essential needs and constraints or
the nther. The United Stat(·s underst;imls that a
treaty nq~oliatcd in 190:1 docs not meet the requirements ol 197!'1. We arT rc;tdy to acknowlcclgc.
1

that it is reasonahk for Panama to exercise jurisdiction over its territory and to participate in the
operation aml defense of the canal. We arc prepared to modify arran~emcnts which conflict with
Panamanian dignity and self-respect.
In turn we will expect Panama to understarrt\
our perspective-that the efficient, fair, and secure
operation of the canal is a vital economic and
security interest of the United States; that a new
treaty must provide for the operation and defense
of the canal by the United States for an extended
period of time; and that a ncw'trcaty must protect
the lq~itimat e interests of our citizens and property in Panama.
:\ new tfcat y. based on these principles will
make tlw United States and Panama partners in
the opcratitm of the canal, protect the essential
national interests of hoth, anrl provi(k a secure
arrangt·ment for the long term.
Serious prohlcms remain to he resolved in the
negotiation. But we are confident that they will
he overcome: if both parties continue to display
the seriousness and mutual understanding they
have shown so far.
The Administration has been consulting with
the Congn·ss as our ne~otiatiPns have proceeded.
\\'c will intensify thcse consultations and discuss
in detail the arrangements which we cn,isage. A
ne·w treaty which reflects the ath·icc and consent
of the Senate and the full support of the .\mcrican peopk will bt· a concrete and significant clcmnnstration that vo.-ith good will on both sides cooperative solutions to the problems of the \r estern
I kmisphere arc possible.

..... ..

In 1903 the United States and Panama signed
which:

~

Jreat}

- permitted the p.s. to construct, operate , maintain,
and. defend the Panama Canal, and · {)~tl~"f
~

~

-j;v.'~

gave the United Staterrights -i!:-""~·'if it were the
sovereign" in perpetui:1y on Panamanian territory.
I

Today the 1903 Treaty is 72 years old.
- i t led to an enginee~ing achievement which has _
served us well and of which we are justly proud.
- it also led to a U.S. governmental structure on
Panamanian territory which causes serious offense
to Panama.

The terms of the 1903 Treaty no longer reflect the many
changes that have occurred in Panama, the u.s. and the
world.
Today no nation, including ours, could continue to
accept a treaty which -permits the exercise of such
extensive extra-territorial rights in "perpetuity."
Thus, we now seek a new treaty relationship that will
give us the rights we need and will create the cooperative
environment most conducive to continued u.s. operation
and detense of the waterway.

We are negotiating because:

..

'

.•
I
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- We want to protect our basic national interest in
Panama -- a canal that is open, efficient, secure and
neutral •
Panama's acceptance of our presence is declining, and
as it declines, our ability to operate and defend the
Canal will grow more difficult·•

•

•.

-2- We have a b iparti san commitment to neg tl.ette that
President Johnson made publicly l l y~ars ago.
-Latin Ameri ca ' s s t rong support fo r ranama' s a spi rations
will create a serious problem in o u r hemisp heric
relations without a new treaty.
-We perceive an opportunity that, if lost , may not
emerge again on terms as acceptable a s those o f the
present moment.

We are negotiating pragmatically, not in a spirit of
"do goodism."
We believe that future protection and operation of a
vulnerable canal such as the 1>anama Canal depends not on
sovereignty and not on perpetuity ~- but in a practical
sense, on gaining a cooperative environment and removing
the unecessary irritants from our existing relationship.
We are seeking specific treaty rights -- accepted by
Panama that will ·
- enable us to operate and defend the Canal fo r a
reasonably extended period of time, and
guarantee that our national 'interest in the canal
will be protected after this period .
.·

We believe that the costs of trying to maintain
the status quo would be· unnecessarily large and l ikely
to lead to confrontation • .
- A new treaty relationship based on the concept of
partnership would give Pa nama a tangible s take in
contributing to the effective operation and defense
of the canal; whereas
- Confrontation would risk losing what both we and the
Panamanians wane to protect -- a secure and o pe~ cunal .

•

-3In sum, a trea~y which satisfies the
interests of bo~h countries:

1e~itim~te

- means sound business management
represents realistic foreign and defense policy, and
-

signifies an important step toward constructive
relations between the u.s. and the hemisphere.

Active negotiations have been underway since June 1974
and both governments are proceeding deliberately.
- Progress has been made on some issues, including
Panama 1 s participation in Canal operation and defense
and the rights we need to operate and defend the Canal.
- A number of difficult issues (treaty duration, expansion rights, economic benefits to Panama and definition
of lands and waters required for Canal operation and
defense) are either unresolved or remain to be
negotiated.
Our ability to reach eventual agreement on a draft
treaty will depend on the successful resolution of
remaining issues. We cannot predict at this time when a
draft treaty might be completed.
We hope people will reserve their judgment on the
proposed treaty terms until there is a document v-;hich
presents the situation in its entirety.
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PANAMj\ CANAL TREATY NEGOTIATIONS:
BACKGROUND AND CURRENT STATUS
Background
The United States at:id Panama are currently
negotiating a new Panama Canal treaty to replace
the Treaty of 1903.
In that treaty Panama granted the United
States-in perpetuity-the use of a 10-mile wide
zone of Panamanian territory for the "construction, maintenance, operation and protection" of
a canal, as well as all the rights, power, and
authority within that zone which the United
States would "possess if it were the sovereign."
The very favorable terms of the treaty were a
major factor in the U.S. decision to build the
canal in Panama rather than in Nicaragua as
initially planned.
Canal's Economic ·Value
Since its opening in 1914, the canal has provided benefits to the United States, to Panama,
and to the world. Of the total tonnage that "")
transits the canal, about 44 percent originates in,
and 22 percent is destined for, U.S. ports. This
tonnage represents about 16 percent of the total ·
U.S. export and import tonnages.
The canal has been economically important to
Panama, too. More than 30 percent of Panama's
foreign exchange earnings and nearly 13 percent
of its GNP are directly or indirectly attributed to
the presence of the canal. But those contributions represent a smaller portion of P~ama's
economy now than they did in years past.
In fact, reliance on the canal by all parties has ·
evolved from earlier years. As trading patterns ·
have changed and world commerce has become
:nore sophisticated, alternatives to the canal have
l::.egun to emerge. These alternatives include the
use of larger vessels -..yhich would bypass the
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Canal, rearrangement of xnark~ts and sources,
product exchanges, and partial or complete substitution of land or air transport for ocean transport. As canal users take advantage of these
alternatives, the canal's value declines relative to
the economies of the user nations. For the
United States: in particular, a recent study has
shown that the canal's impact on the domestic
economy is quite small compared to the economy
as a whole.
Panamanian Treaty Concerns
Panama has been dissatisfied with the treaty for
many years. Part of this dissatisfaction has derived from Panama's interpretation of two aspects
of the situation which resulted in the Treaty of
1903: (1) Panama's acceptance of unfavorable
treaty terms· due to its dependence upon the
United States to protect its new-found independence from Colombia; and (2) Panama's principal
negotiator was a Frenchman who benefited
considerably when the United States purchased
the private French concession to build a transisthmian canal.
Over the years Panama has also charged that
th~ United States has unilaterally interpreted the·
treaty to Panama's disadvantage and given Panama
an inadequate share of the benefits from the operation of the waterway. Even more objectionable in Panama's view, are the provisions in the
Treaty of 1903 which give to a foreign power in
perpetuity governmental jurisdiction within a
portion of Panamanian territory. Increasingly in
recent years Panama has insisted that U.S. control
over the Canal Zone p~ents the country from
realizing its full econornic potentiaL.
The United States has responde4 sympathetically to some of these Panamanian~ concerns.· In

f
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1905 it recognized Panama's titular sovereignty
over the Canal Zone. The treaty was revised in
1936, and again in 1955, to provide Panama
with a greater share of the economic benefits of
the canal and to remove certain outdated aspects,
such as the right granted to the United States to
interfere, when it believed necessary, in Panama's
internal affairs. Despite these modifications, however, many of the features of the treaty most
objectionable to Panama remain unchanged.
The canal has become the major political issue
in Panama. In .recent years the intensification of
Panama's campaign for more favorable treaty
terms has produced tensions in U.S.-Panamanian
relations. In 1964 the death of 20 Panamanians
and 4 Americans brought the Panama Canal issue
to the attention of the United Nations and the
Organization of American States (OAS).
Evaluation of Bilateral Negotiations for a New
Treaty
Following discussio_n of the issue by the OAS,
the United Nations, and other international agencies after the 1964 riots, the United States and
Panama agreed in 1964 to begin bilateral negotiations for a new treaty. In so doing, the United
States recognized that a comprehensive modernization of its relationship with Panama corresponded to its long-term national interests and to a
changing international environment.
U.S. officials entered the negotiations in late
1964 with a view to insuring that:
• The canal should continue to be available to
the world's commercial vessels on an equal
basis at reasonable tolls;
.
• It should be operated and defended by the
United States for a reasonably extended, but
definite, period of time; and
• It should continue to serve world commerce
efficiently. To this end, the United States
sought the right to provide additional canal
capacity if it is needed.
By 1967, the negotiators of both countries had ·
prepared three draft treaties. They provided for
operation of the present canal under a joint U.S.Panamanian authority; for construction and operation of a sea-level canal under a similar joint
authority; and for U.S. defense of the old and
new canals for the duration of each treaty. Neither Panama nor the U.S. Government moved to
ratify these treaties, and the new government
headed by General Omar Torrijos, which assumed ·
power in October 1968, formally rejected them.
b 19~0 the Government of Panama requested ·
the renewal of negotiations and the U.S. agreed.
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President Nixon established negotiating objectives
which, although modified by developments, were
similar to those set by President Johnson in 1964.
The objectives and positions of the United States
thus reflect a bipartisan approach to treaty negotiations with Panama. They also are consistent
with the broader policy stated in Secretary
Kissinger's call in October 1973 for a "new dialogue" with our Latin American neighbors, a
policy which President Ford has publicly endorsed.
A Panamanian negotiating team arrived in
Washington in June 1971. Intensive negotiations
during the rest of the year resulted in a U.S.
treaty offer covering most of the issues relevant
to the treaty. The Panamanian negotiators cru:ried
the offer to Panama for a review in December
1971. Except for some informal conversations in
March 1972 and an exchange of correspondence
in the fall, the negotiations were not resumed
until December 1972, when a U.S. delegation
traveled to Panama.
U.S. Security Council Action
At Panama's initiative, the U.N. Security
Council met in Panama City from March 15 to
March 21, 1973. ·In those sessions, Panama criticized the U.S. posture on the canal question and
sought a resolution supporting its position. Thirteen nations voted for the resolution; the United
Kingdom abstained. The United States vetoed
the resolution on the grounds that it recognized
Panama's needs but not those of the United
States; that it was incomplete in its references to
the negotiations; and that it was inappropriate
because the treaty was a bilateral matter under
amicable neg<;>tiations. In explaining the U.S.
position, the U.S. Permanent Representative committed the United States to peaceful adjustment
of its differences with Panama and invited
Panama to continue serious treaty negotiations.
New U.S. Approach
In September 1973 Secretary Kissinger charged
Ambassador at Large Ellsworth Bunker with the
task of renewing discussions with Panamanian
officials for the purpose of arriving at a common
approach to future treaty negotiations. Ambassador Bunker visited Panama from November 26
to December 3, 1973, and again on January 6
and 7, 1974, to discuss with Panamanian Foreign
Minister Juan Antonio Tack general principles
upon which a new treaty might be based. These
discussions resulted in the Statem~nt of Principles
of February 7,1974 (Seep. 3), \Vhich has

....____..,
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served as a useful framework for the present
negotiations.
U.S. Treaty Objective
The principal objective of the United States
in the current treaty negotiations is to protect
our basic interests in the Panama Canal. The
U.S. Government is seeking to establish a new and
mutually acceptable relationship between our
two countries whereby the United States will retain essential rights to continue operating and
defending the canal for a reasonably extended
period of time. A new treaty based on partnership with Panama would enable the United States
to devote all its energies to the efficient operation
of the waterway. Moreover, it would provide ·a
friendly environment in Panama that is most conducive to protecting our vital interests in keeping
the canal open and secure. Such a treaty would
be consistent with good business management,
represent good foreign and defense policy, and
signify a new era of cooperation between the
United States and the rest of the hemisphere.
In recent years Latin American nations have
made the negotiation of a more equitable canal
treaty with Panama a major hemispheric issue
and a test of U.S. intentions regarding the "new
dialogue."
· ·
Issues in the Negotiations
In the months following the February 7 signing
of the Statement of Principles, Ambassador
Bunker and Foreign Minister Tack met several
times in Panama and Washington to define the
issues involved in the new treaty arrangement.
After agreement was reached, the negotiators
moved into substantive talks aimed at resolving
these issues.
The United States and Panama have agreed in·
principle that the Treaty of 1903 should be re.placed by a modem treaty that rejects the concept
of perpetuity and accommodates the sovereignty
of Panama with the interests of the United States,
o_n the·understanding that U.S. control and defense of the Panama Canal would continue for a
period of fixed duration. In the context of the
Statement of Principles the issues the two negotiating parties are working to resolve are:
1. Duration: How long will the new treaty
re.mri.-, in force?
2. Operation and Defense: What rights and
a."'Ta.Ilge:nots will the United States have to
per:mt .: to continu~ to operate, maintain, and
defend the C3D.al? \Vhat geographic J.J.-ea.s will

.
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the United States require to accomplish its
purpose?
3. Jurisdiction: What areas will be controlled
and what functions v..ill be exercised by the
United States when its jurisdiction terminates,
and what is the period of transition?
4. Expansion of Capacity: How will the
treaty provide for possible enlargement of canal
capacity?
5. Participation: How and to what extent
will Panama participate in the administration and
defense of the canal.?
6. Compensation: What will be the form and
level of economic benefits to Panama in any new
treaty?
Current Status of Negotiations
Since June 1974, the talks have been taking
place in a cordial, informal atmosphere. The
U.S. negotiators have been proceeding carefully
and methodically. While there is no fixed timetable, the negotiators from both countries have
indicated their satisfaction with the progress to
date and are hope.ful that both countries can
reach agreement on a draft treaty.
Any decision which the President might make
affecting the future of the canal will, of course,
be designed to protect U.S. interests. Indeed, a
major reason for negotiating a new treaty is to
avert a serious crisis which would endanger our
interests.
Any treaty agreed upon by the negotiators ·and
approved by the executive branch will be submitted to the U.S. Senate for ratification and subject
to full constitutional process. Panama, for its
part, has said that it will submit the new treaty
to a plebiscite to insure that it is acceptable to
the Panamanian people.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
Joint Statement by the Honorable Henry A.
Kissinger, Secretary of State of the United
States of America, and His Excellency Juan
Antonio Tack, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Republic of Panama, on February 7, 1974
at Panama
The United States of America and the Republic of Panama have been engaged in negotiations
to conclude an entirely new treaty respecting
the Panama Canal, negotiatid(ts which were made
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possible by the joint Declaration berween the
two countries of April 3, 1964,
to under
the auspices of the Permanent
6f the
Organization of American States ac:i:.:;; provisionnew
ally as the Organ of Consultation.
treaty would abrogate the treaty existing since
1903 and its subsequentamendmen:s, establishing the necessary conditions for a modem relationship between the two countries based on the
most profound mutual respect.
Since the end of last November, the authorized
representatives of the two governments have been
holding important conversations which have permitted ab'l'eement to be reached on a set of fundamental principles which will serve to guide the
negotiators in the effort to conclude a just and
equitable treaty eliminating, once and for all, the
causes of conflict between the two countries.
The principles to which we have agreed, on
behalf of our respective governments, are as
follows:
1. The treaty of 1903 and its amendments
""ill be abrogated by the c··o·n·c.lusion of an entirely
new interoceanic canal treaty.
2. The concept of peme_tuity will be eliminated.
The new treaty con.cerning the lock canal shall
( have a fixed termination date.
3. Termination of United States jurisdiction
over Panamanian territory shall take place promptly in accordance with terms specified in the treaty.
4. The Panamanian territory in which the canal
is situated shall be returned to the jurisdiction of
the Republic of Panama. The Republic of Panama,
in its capacity as territorial sovereign, shall grant
to the United States of America, for the duration
of the new interoceanic canal treaty and in accor-
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dance- with what that treaty states, the right to
use the lands, waters and airspace which may be
necessary for the operation, maintenance, protection and defense of the canal and the transit
ships.
5. The Republic of Panama shall have a just
and equitable share of the benefits derived from
the operation of the canal in its territory. It is
recognized that the geographic position of its
territory constitutes the principal resource of the
Republic of Panama.
6. The Republic of Panama shall participate
in the administration of the canal, in accordance
with a procedure to be agreed upon in the treat)'.
The treaty shall also provide that Panama will
assume total responsibility for the operation of
the canal upon the termination .of the treaty. The
Republic of Panama shall grant to the United
States of America the rights necessary to regulate
the transit of ships through the canal and operate,
maintain, protect and defend the canal, and to
undertake any other specific activity related to
those ends, as may be agreed upon in the treaty.
7. The Republic of Panama shall participate
with the United States of America in the pro·
tection and defense of the canal in accordance
with what is agreed upon in the new treaty.
8. The United States of America and the
Republic of Panama, recognizing the important
services rendered by the interoceanic Panama
Canal to international maritime traffic, and bearing in mind the possibility that the present canal
could become inadequate for said traffic, shall
agree bilaterally on provisions for new projects
which will enlarge canal capacity. Such provisions wiY be incorporated in the new treaty in accord with the concepts established in principle 2.
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PANAMA --

Q.

11

ZONIANS11 OPPOSED TO PROSPECTS OF U.S. TREATY

The Washington Post reports today (A-14) that U.S. officials
are having a difficult time persuading Americans living in
the Canal zone that a new U.S. -Panama treaty would be in
their interest.
The President has said that he has no intention of proposing
an agreement that would not protect our vital interests.
How does he reconcile this statement with the views and
concerns of the more tht n 39, 000 Am.ericans living in the
Canal Zone, some for 2 or 3 generations2

A.

The goal of the negotiations on the Panama Canal is to
reach an agreement which would accommodate the interests
of both nations while protecting our basic interests in the
defense and operation of the Canal.

There are a number of

questions remaining to be resolved and the negotiations are
continuing.

Naturally, in any agreement concluded, the

~~~~

Mattrs of Am.ericans living in the Canal Zone will be

taken into account,

March 8, 1976 '

TORRIJOS THREATS ON THE PANAMA CANAL

Q.

A.

General Omar Torryjos has reportedly warned that if
negotiations on turning over the U.S. controlled Panama
Canal to Panama fail, that the Panamanians would have to
resort to the violent stage. How does the U.S. respond to
such threats and is this an indication that the U.S. is dragging
its feet on the negotiations?

First of all, let me just say that these negotiations
have been conducted in a spirit of seriousness and cooperation.
We feel the best way to resolve differences of the kind that
exist is through serious and good faith negotiations with the
parties involved.

We feel both countries are dedicated to

resolving the problems in this spirit.

The U.S. will continue

to participate in these negotiations with a recognition of
Panama's concerns and a determination to protect our vital
interests in the Canal.

March 8, 1976 '

TORRIJOS 'THREATS ON THE PANAMA CANAL

Q.

A.

General Omar Torryjos has reportedly warned that if
negoti' tions on turning over the U.S. controlled Panama
Canal to Panama fail, that the Panamanians would have to
resort to the violent stage. How does the U.S. respond to
such threats and is this an indication that the U.S. is dragging
its feet on the negotiations?

First of all, let me just say that these negotiations
have been conducted in a spirit of seriousness and cooperation.
We feel the best way to resolve differences of the kind that
exist is through serious and good faith negotiations with the
parties involved.

We feel both countries are dedicated to

resolving the problems in this spirit.

'The U.S. will continue

to participate in these negotiations with a recognition of
Panama's concerns and a determination to protect our vital
interests in the Canal.

--

March 8, 1976
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PANAMA CITY ARAMCO MEETING:
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The meetings going on in Panama City are private. Arrangements
were made by Aramco. While the U.S. Government arranged for security,
it has not had any contact with the Saudi government on the meetings, nor
has the USG had anything to do with the purpose or agenda.
The purpose of the meeting appears to be to discuss arrangements
leading to 100% participation by the Saudis in Aramco. Discussions were
supposed to begin in December following the OPEC Meeting in Vienna,
but the kidnaping incident forced postponement of the meeting.
The first discussions between Saudi Arabia and .Aramco began
in 1972 when negotiations for a 25% Saudi participation arrangement were
initiated. In 1974, a 60% participation arrangement was discussed,
followed by the current round of discussions on 100% participation.
These talks are on the technical and financial arrangements, on management questions, fees for ongoing services, and on access to oil. The
oil companies are likely to maintain a management and servicing role
to continue exploration, facilitate marketing arrangements, and provide
technical expertise.

/

-----
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PANAMA CANAL NEC;OTIJ\TIONS

Q:

A:

In Dallas you said that the United States would !lf:vcr give op its
control of the defense or operation of the Panarna Canal. l'·ut
An1bassador Bunker has testified tha.t y'ou instructed hin1 to
negotiate giving up both the Canal and the Crtnal /one. C<.-.n you
explain this contradiction?
Let mF: explain what the Pancnna negotiations are 2.11 <1bou:.
The original Panarna Canal Treaty has been revised a number
of tin1es to accornmodate to changing conditions.

The United

St.:~tcs

interest has been, and rernaL·1s, assuring safe prtssagc of ships
through the Canal.

A series of develop1T1ents, C\,Jrninating in the

deadly riots of 19()4, convinced President Johnson that thc present
trc,aty \vas no longer adequate to preserve U.S. interests in the:
Canal and in Latin America.

·He undertook negotiations in 1964

and they have been continuing \Vith a few interruptions ever since.
The issue involves not just Panam.a.
feels strongly on this issue.

All of Latin America

They consider these negotiations

a test of Arnerican willingness to deal with Latin America on a
basis of equality and respect.
Our objectives are clear --to achieve an agreement in which
our interests in the defense of the Canal and in its operation are
fully safe-guarded but \\·hich will avoid a situation in \Yhich all
Latin Alnerica will be united against us on that narrow issue.

'\
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Such a treaty arrctngernent rntt}' not be possible.
will defend our inleres1s in the Pan;tma Catt'tl
Latin Alncrica if
our

relation::~

\VC

rnust.

But

\VC

ag<dn~:t

And v.-c
all uf

o\ve it to ourselves iltJd to

with our neighbors to the south to try to achieve our

objectives in a cooperative n1anncr.

That is

111y

policy <tnd I

intend to .siich with it.
The United States will not surrender iU;
operation and defense of the Canal.

intc~rests

We are instead sccldnf;, the>

best way to preserve thcn1 --in an atrnosphcrc of
rather than confrontation.

in the

rtnership

Any agrecrncnt negotiated will be

sublnitted to tbe Congress for its approval and we continue to
consult closely with the Congress as negotiations proceed.

20 April
PANAMA CANAL GUIDNNCE FOR STATE.
(FYI:

This is what State will say.

You can refer to them.)

Q:

The President is quoted in the Baltimore Sun as having
said that we are going to insist during the duration of
the treaty, that we have the right to operate, maintain
and defend the Canal. Isn't this inconsistent with the
Eight Principles which talk about shared responsibilities?

A:

No, the prime responsibility for these activities will remain
in US hands. I refer you to the sixth of the Eight Principles
which reads in part, " the ReJpublic of Panama"' shall
grant to the United States of America the rights decessary
to regulate the transit of ships through the Canal and
operate, maintain, protect and defend the Canal and to
undertake any other

specific activ:ity related to those

ends as may be agreed upon in the Treaty."

May 11, 1976

PANAMA CANAL: CLEMENTS STATEMENT

Q.

Yesterday in Texas, Deputy Secretary Clements said in quoting
the 8 principles governing the new Panama Canal Treaty that
"the new treaty shall be for a fixed period rather than in
perpetuity -- "(except for the above mentioned defense rights.)"
Is this, in fact, a change in our position on the Canal, or did
Clements err in his statement?

A.

We have said before that the role of the United States in the
Canal after the termination of the treaty is one of the subjects
of negotiation.
Our interest in the Canal is, of course, to make sure,
as Secretary Clements said, ihat it 'remains open for the
commerce of the world and that it is efficiently operated on
a non-discriminatory basis at reasonable prices.

11

May l4; 1976
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Q:

CANAL EXP.J,. NSION

Goverm.>r Reag~ b.af> p:ropoacd putting ~ hilli<Hl dollars into
the p-~!:~am:u:d;..n econon.:..y for reconBtr.uction -of the Car•~d.~
Do ynu have any comxor:nt on this?

He h~ con.ait>tent in one rei'pect however -- in both casee h~

1n 1970, that comraiahion repo;rted to the

Pre~ideni:

th.at v,rHh

Thr- 88th Congre~s comxnhsioncd the AUantic-.Pacific
Int.P-:r--Oceanic Study Con:nnit>si.on to ezanri.n¢ cxpa.mdcm ui

the prcHH::nt Ciil..llal aJ-.d alternat~! t>ea-level routt!s. Tbe h:ast
exp~nsive proposal wa.a to huild a third nd. uf locka. 'J.'h.is
pl"oi~uiilal h.aa been frequently supported by Senator Thurulond
<:md Congret>:;}:)lan l'1.ood.. 'l'hey clairn ii would not ::requi:r e
P....u:~am.aJ~;~ :<~pproval. Tin~ Gom:m.irnd·t.ln 1 which ·was beaded hy
Te.x.aa ha.rJa:.r Roh(:~:rt Aud era on and included A'illtou Ei~;cmhower
<.'l.r..nt:mg i.ta tnt>t'J:lhers" e.t>1i;~:.nated in 1970 ti:lat the tbi:r.d set of
lOC.KH "NNU)d COBt $J .. 53 bi_llion.. rr·t..at figure Wcmld prObiiJ:~l)'
be cl<)ser to$? billion too~ay,. lt
fudht!rrooH~~ bi!c.dJ.)•
unlikely that Pana:m.a would agree to i.l:i~'! e.xp.anBion and very
por:adb1y wr;:.uld oppot>c it.

Q:

Q:

M:r. Reagan also said that
United
mdep~!l:-tdenc-e of Pruiama. ls tbl.s correct?

gu.axanteet:> the

s~ted
roilitzry pidurc in Pananla ilii overin the: US faYor with ) , 500 t:no--:~. "iz. the P:a.Iiamartiar.
National G"P:ard :<:nd ZO. 0(!0 US military. Is this a C(.•:~·rect picrurt:~?

M:r.

Rea£~n

wheltnb-.~gly

.

.......~ .....·~···~-,.,.,- •• ~..~-..~~· .......... ,..""_·~.... - - . · , -.. ,.~......_ ............ .,...,.,.,............._...,.............,~~..- . . ,..~.r ..•.t-,-.~,.,("---..

·.,...;o,.,..,.,......,..,.•.,..•.•~•........-...................,.,........,................................................._.,.,..~<.<"~~-x..!-o-""':.«-e~·::..::~...o-x.-:.o:·:~:..:~..~·:..:-:.:.:.-:·:·'!•!·!·:;·:-;·:-~-:-:·~·:..:·:~:;·;..;.:-:·

The Ailan.tic:-Paci.fic hctu-Oceanic Sturly
pun.. uant

tt:~

Pr~ident;;

Cmnrills:s;iar~

was established

Put... lie .Law 88.609 ~ aa .;;.mended. In its final

:.~·epari

n;; the

da.ted Decenu~er 1, 1970, the Commission recommended L~at

the eri">ting Ca..'l..U be m.ode:rnized to provide i~ maxfmum potential
trilllsit c-apacity but that .uo additio:::u:.l locks should be c:oneb-ucted.

September 17. 1976

U.S. - PANAMA NEGOTIATIONS

Q.

A.

Did the United States Government tell Panama last Spring
that talks would resume in September? Did the United States
Government commit itself to resuming the negotiations
following the Democratic and Republican Conventions?

I would like to emphasize that the United States remains
fully committed to a serious effort to accommodate the mutual
interests and aspirations of both the United States and Panama.
The United States Government has made no commitrn.ent to Panama
with respect to the timing of the next round of discussions.
Further, it would be incorrect to suggest that these negotiating
rounds have proceeded according to any fixed schedule planned
in advance.

It is correct, however, that our negotiators did

express to their Panamanian counterparts the personal hope
that they would be in a position to meet in the early autumn.

Q.

Did Secretary Kissinger_ tell Ambassador Gonzaler;~Revilla
that he hoped that the U.S. negotiators would be able to go
to Panama "in the first days of October. 11 ?

A.

You should refer to the State Department any questions
regarding the Secretary's conversations with foreign ambassadors.

PANAMA CHARGES ON U.S. INVOLVEMENT

Q.

A.

Does the United States have any comment on the communique
issued in Panama today which alleges involvement by U.S.
Government agencies in the recent domestic disturbances
in Panama?
Our Ambassador in Panama in Panama issued the
following statement earlier today which I believe speaks
for itself:
"Neither the United States Government nor any
of its

agencies has been involved in any of the

recent disturbances in Panama.

"We regret that unfounded allegations have been
made which can only impact unfavorably bn the
friendly relations between the United States and
Panama and affect adversely the ongoing negotiations between our two countries."

Q.

There are reports of the arrest by the Government Of Panama
of some American soldiers for their alleged involvement in
recent demonstrations. Can you comment on this?

A.

We have been informed by the Pentagon that two members
of the 193rd Infantry Brigade were detained by Panamanian
authorities while they were in Panama City on authorized pass
the night of September 16.

I understand that the charge concerns

a rock throwing incident and that they are now in a Panamanian jail.
I refer you to State for any further information that may be available.

December 9, 1976

PANAMA CANAL
IF ASKED

Q:

Can you confirm that Ambassador Bunker is about to return
to Panama for another round of negotiations on a new treaty?

A:

Yes. The Ambassador expects to leave for Panama next Monday.

Q:

How long will the Ambassador stay in Panama?

A:

In the past, most visits have lasted about a week.

Q:

What are the issues that are scheduled for discussion?

A:

No agenda has yet been agreed upon.

Q:

Can anything useful be accomplished in the short time left for
the present Administration?

A:

Both we and the Panamanians believe so. A number of issues
remain for exploration and discussion. Since the Panamanians
requested this next round, we presume that they will have some
material which they wish to bring to the attention of our negotiators.

Q:

Has there been any specific guidance for these negotiations given
by the incoming Administration?

A:

Not that I know of. These talks simply reflect our continuing
commitment to negotiations which have been underway, as you
know, for some time .

